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Abstract 
The paper extends and generalizes the notion of synchronized alternation, studied in the lit- 
erature. We show that, though the underlying machine for the synchronized alternation is alter- 
nating, the nature of message broadcasting is nondeterministic. Therefore, we introduce a new 
computational model, the so-called communicating alternation machines; alternating machines 
equipped with an alternating communication. Then we show that the two-level communication, 
i.e., existential and universal, can be generalized uniformly arbitrarily many times, giving com- 
munication with r communication levels. This allows, among others, to extend the well-known 
characterization of DLOGSPACE, NLOGSPACE, P, and PSPACE by deterministic, nondeter- 
ministic, alternating, and synchronized alternating two-way read-only multihead finite automata. 
The above characterization represents just the first four members of an infinite hierarchy of 
multihead automata, representing the entire fundamental complexity hierarchy. The first “new” 
class added is DEXPTIME, corresponding to the two-level communicating alternation automata. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the basic concepts studied in the complexity theory is the fundamental com- 
plexity hierarchy 
DLOGSPACE c NLOGSPACE c P 2 NP C PSPACE c 
DEXPTIME G NEXPTIME C_ EXPSPACE C . . . 
D(EXP)‘TIME C N(EXP)‘TIME C(EXP)‘SPACE C . . . , 
representing the basic sequential complexity classes. All inclusions above are notorious 
open problems. (Here (EXP)’ represents i times iterated exponential functions, e.g., 
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D(EXP)2TIME denotes DEXPEXPTIME. For other notation, see Definition 3.1.) Be- 
sides sequential computational models, a number of parallel models have been studied. 
According to van Emde Boas’ classification [21], machine models with time complex- 
ity polynomially related to the space complexity of sequential devices form the second 
machine class of parallel models. 
A typical example of such model is an alternating Turing machine [l], which is, 
at the same time, a generalization of nondeterminism and parallelism. This model is 
related to the fundamental complexity hierarchy of sequential classes by the equalities 
ALOGSPACE = P and APTIME = PSPACE [l], but higher complexity classes are 
shifted up as well. 
It is interesting that alternation allowed to characterize the classes DLOGSPACE, 
NLOGSPACE, and P independently from any growth rates of underlying time or space 
bounds, by deterministic, nondeterministic, and alternating two-way read-only multihead 
finite automata, respectively [ 131. 
Latter, the notion of alternation has been generalized to a synchronized alternating 
machine, introduced independently in [6,22], to study the power of communication 
among parallel processes of an alternating device. Roughly speaking, the synchronized 
alternation captures the fact that, in a typical parallel computation, the information flows 
not only between parents and their offsprings, as in the case of an ordinary alternating 
device, but also among parallel processes active at the moment. (For more detailed 
study, the reader is referred, e.g., to [4,8, 10, 16, 17,221. For definition, see Section 2.) 
The synchronized alternating machines still belong to the second machine class, 
since SAPTIME = APTIME = PSPACE, i.e., with respect to time, they are not more 
powerful than the ordinary alternating devices [ 161. However, these two models differ 
significantly in space, since SALOGSPACE = PSPACE [8,22]. Imposing both bounds 
simultaneously, we get SAPTIME-LOGSPACE = NP [this paper]. The synchro- 
nized alternation allowed to extend the multihead automata characterization to another 
class in the fundamental complexity hierarchy: The class of languages recognizable by 
synchronized alternating two-way read-only multihead finite automata coincides with 
PSPACE [8]. 
However, the message exchange mechanism of the synchronized alternating machines 
does not have any structure. More precisely, a message broadcasted by any process is 
seen by all others [8]. Therefore, we shall study whether the power of synchronized 
alternation increases if the active parallel processes can organize some local communi- 
cation groups and exchange information locally, within these groups. Such machines 
will be called communicating alternation machines. The new machine model clearly 
generalizes the synchronized alternation. 
There is another important motivation for introducing the new machine model. 
Though the underlying machine for the synchronized alternation is alternating, the na- 
ture of broadcasting itself is actually nondeterministic. This is supported already by the 
simulation proving the inclusion SAPTIME C APTIME [ 161: The history of exchanged 
messages is shared by all processes running in parallel. Broadcasting conflicts are re- 
solved by the common strategy; if two processes try to broadcast different symbols at 
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the same time the computation aborts and rejects. Thus, the alternating simulator of 
a synchronized alternating machine can guess the entire communication history, write 
it down on an additional work tape in the nondeterministic nitial phase, and then 
simulate the alternating computation in an alternating way without any broadcasting at 
all, consulting the extra tape for the broadcasted symbols as the simulation demands. 
Thus, it is quite natural, besides an existential communication, to consider an- 
other level of universal communication that does not trigger communication conflicts 
but rather forks the communication, if two different symbols are broadcasted. The 
“fork” follows the rules of universal branching, i.e., both branches proceed further. 
The active processes running in parallel are divided into two separate communica- 
tion groups; the first group consists of the processes broadcasting zeros, the second 
one of those broadcasting ones. From now on, the processes in either group com- 
municate separately. Thus, the universal broadcasting of several bits prevents from 
communication interference between two processes having dialed different “phone” 
numbers. 
This gives a new computational model, with the underlying machine alternating 
again, but the nature of broadcasting is not nondeterministic but rather alternating. 
More precisely, it uses two levels of communication; existential and universal. The 
relation between the synchronized alternation and the new model of communicating 
alternation is the same as between nondeterminism and alternation. 
Unless PSPACE = NEXPTIME, the new model is above the second machine 
class, since CALOGSPACE = DEXPTIME and CAPTIME = NEXPTIME. This gives 
sharply different characterizations of deterministic and nondeterministic exponential 
time in terms of communicating alternation. Simultaneous restriction on both time and 
space gives CAPTIME - LOGSPACE = PSPACE. Moreover, the new model provides 
also a multihead automata characterization of DEXPTIME, coinciding with the lan- 
guages recognized by communicating alternation two-way read-only multihead finite 
automata. 
Since the synchronized alternation, studied in the literature, represents ordinary alter- 
nating devices equipped with a nondeterministic communication and the new computa- 
tional model, alternating machines with an alternating communication, a question arises 
if we can proceed further and, for example, equip alternating machines with a synchro- 
nized alternating communication. Such generalization is possible and can be iterated 
uniformly arbitrarily many times. This is represented by a model with Y communication 
levels, with the existential and universal levels intertwined. 
Quite surprisingly, using more communication levels than two does not increase 
the power of time bounded machines; for each Y b 2, CA,PTIME = CAzPTIME = 
NEXPTIME, where CA2 = CA denotes the two level communication model discussed 
above. The situation changes very dramatically for space bounds. The communication 
hierarchy of space bounded CA,.-machines is infinite, since, for each r >, 0, CA,+2 
LOGSPACE = CA,PSPACE. Thus, CA2,LOGSPACE = D(EXP)‘TIME and CAzV+t 
LOGSPACE = (EXP)‘SPACE, for each r > 0. This indicates that we can solve very 
complex problems on parallel devices keeping the size of elements very “small”, but 
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the possibility to speed up the computation time is limited, even if a parallel system 
can grow exponentially and reconfigure its topology during the computation. 
This extends the well-known characterization of DLOGSPACE, NLOGSPACE, P, 
and PSPACE by deterministic, nondeterministic, alternating, and synchronized 
alternating two-way multihead finite automata. The above characterization represents 
just the first four members of an infinite hierarchy of multihead automata, repre- 
senting the entire fundamental complexity hierarchy. The first “new” class added is 
DEXPTIME, corresponding to the two-level communicating alternation. 
2. The computational model 
As a standard model, we consider the Turing machine equipped with a finite state 
control, a two-way read-only input tape (with input enclosed between two end markers), 
and several semi-infinite two-way read-write work tapes (initially empty, containing 
only blank symbols). In addition, the execution of some computation steps may also 
depend on a communication symbol (to be described later). 
We recall that the idea for ordinary alternating machines is to partition the finite 
control states into existential and universal. If, at the given moment, the program of 
the machine admits to execute several different instructions in the next computation 
step, the machine (a) nondeterministically chooses one legal computation step, if it 
is in an existential state, but (b) follows, in parallel, all possible computation paths, 
if the current state is universal. By nondeterminism of (a), there may exist several 
different computations for the same input. By (b), the computation forks into parallel 
processes, each of them “inherits” its own private copy of all information stored on the 
work tapes. That is, the nondeterministically chosen computation forms a computation 
tree of parallel branches, embedded in the fill configuration tree of all reachable 
configurations, with root corresponding to the initial configuration. 
In addition, the active parallel processes can, in some computation steps, exchange 
information with each other. This is performed by broadcasting binary coded messages, 
using the communication alphabet {0’, l’, 0”, 1”). The symbols 0’ and 1’ are called 
existential communication signals, similarly, 0” and 1” are universal communication 
signals. 2 An informal description of the communication is the following. The parallel 
processes are divided into pairwise disjoint communication groups. Initially, there exists 
only one process, forming a single communication group by itself. 
Fig. 1 shows an example of a typical situation which may occur during the compu- 
tation. The communication is restricted to the processes working in parallel within the 
same communication group (existential communication). The distribution into groups 
is organized by the processes themselves (universal communication): 
‘It will be clear later what these signals are named after. So far, the reader should not confuse the 
existential/universal states with existential/universal signals. The machine can, for example, broadcast a 
universal signal in an existential state. 
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The active processes not sending any communication signals run independently in 
parallel. 
Each time one of the processes working in parallel tries to execute an instruction 
that broadcasts a communication signal it must wait until all other processes, within 
the same communication group, either halt or try to execute instructions that also 
broadcast some communication signals. 
When this happens, the process trying to execute an instruction broadcasting the 
existential signal 0’ is allowed to proceed further only if all other processes, within 
the same group, broadcast he same signal 0’ as well. Otherwise, the process is 
aborted by the communication conjlict. 
Similarly, if the process broadcasts l’, all other processes must broadcast 1’ as well. 
Finally, the processes running within the same group may broadcast universal sig- 
nals 0” or 1”. In this case, the communication group is divided into two separate 
communication groups; the first group consists of the processes broadcasting O”, 
the second one of those broadcasting 1”. From now on, the processes of the two 
offspring groups communicate separately. 
Starting from the initial configuration, the entire system should make nondeterministic 
decisions o that all processes are halted in accepting configurations, never having any 
communication conflicts. Otherwise, the input is rejected. 
We are now ready to present a more formal definition. In order not to obscure the 
essentials of the communicating alternation, the reader is referred to [5] for other details 
concerning the ordinary Turing machine model. 
Definition 2.1. A program of a k-tape communicating alternation machine is a set 
HCQxAkxAkx{ c, -+}k x Q x {E, 0’, l’, 0”, I”}, where Q = E U U is a finite set 
of states, consisting of two disjoint subsets of existential and universal states, and A 
is a finite tape alphabet. 
An instruction (q, al,. . . ,ak, a;,. . . ,a;, dl, . . . , dk, q’,c) E H is interpreted as follows. 
If the machine is in the state q and scans the symbols al,. . . , ak on the respective 
tapes, then it rewrites al,. . . ,ak by a{, . . . ,a;, respectively, moves the corresponding 
tape heads in the directions 4,. . . , dk, and changes its state from q to q’, broadcasting 
the communication symbol c. (If c = E, no symbol is broadcasted). Such action is 
called a cohputation step. 
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A configuration is an element of Q x (A* x IYJ)~, representing the (current) finite 
control state, the nonblank contents of all tapes, together with all tape head positions. 
Definition 2.2. A fill configuration tree of the machine for an input w is a (possibly 
infinite) tree the nodes of which represent configurations, with root corresponding to 
the initial configuration. The edges correspond to single computation steps and are 
labeled by the broadcasted communication signals, with no labels for transitions not 
broadcasting any signals. 
A communication history of a node v in a full configuration tree T is the sequence 
of edge labels (communication symbols) along the path from the root to v. It will be 
denoted by h’(v). 
A group communication history of a node v is the string h”(v), obtained from h’(v) 
by a homomorphism that preserves the universal symbols but erases the existential 
ones, i.e., that maps 0’ H a, 1’ H E, 0” H 0”, and 1” H 1”. 
A computation tree of a communicating alternation machine is a (possibly infinite) 
subtree T’ of the full configuration tree T, such that: 
(a) A node v is in T’ only if it is a root or if its father is also in T’. 
(b) If a node v in T’ labeled by an existential configuration has a son which is also in 
T’, then no other son of v in T is in T’. 
(c) If a node v in T’ labeled by a universal configuration has a son which is also in 
T’, then all other sons of v in T are in T’ as well. 
(d) If, for arbitrary nodes u and v in T’, 
lh’(u)l = Ih’(v)l, but h’(u) # h’(v), 
then there exist some nodes CI, and M, along the paths from the root to u and v, 
respectively, such that 
(h”(a,)I = Jh”(a,)l, but h”(cc,) # h”(ct,). 
(e) T’ is maximal with respect to (a)-(d), i.e., adding any additional node of T to T’ 
violates at least one of the above conditions. 
The input w is accepted, if there exists a computation tree such that all its branches 
are terminated in accepting configurations. 
The group history h”(v) gives the unique identification of the communication group 
the given process v belongs to at the given moment. Note also that T’ has the leaves 
of two kinds; (i) the nodes that are also leaves in T (halting configurations), (ii) the 
leaves of T’ having some descendants in T (computations aborted by communication 
conflicts). 
We shall now briefly review some basic “programming tricks” for the communicat- 
ing alternation. It is easy to see how to send messages among the processes cooperating 
within the same group. The “sender” broadcasts its message binary coded by the ex- 
istential signals 0’ and l’, performing deterministic computations only. All “receivers” 
broadcast nondetenninistically chosen messages of the same length. Since “wrong” 
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computation paths will be aborted by communication conflicts, the only successful 
descendant of a receiver is that using a “correct” message. 
The sender making some nondeterministic choices allows the receiver to follow 
all corresponding computation paths as well. Conversely, two deterministic senders 
broadcasting some different messages at the same time are aborted by a communication 
conflict. 
If the cooperating processes find out that the task can be decomposed into several 
subproblems that can be solved separately, they can distribute themselves into the 
corresponding separate communication groups. A process wishing to take part in solving 
a particular subproblem establishes its “membership” in the corresponding group simply 
by broadcasting a binary coded identification of the corresponding subproblem, using 
the universal signals 0” and 1”. 
Branching universally while broadcasting different universal signals, the process 
splits itself so that it has its descendants in each offspring group, while an existential 
branching combined with broadcasting universal 0” and 1” allows the process to choose 
nondeterministically which offspring group to join. The only meaningless combination 
is a universal branching while broadcasting the different existential signals 0’ and 1’. 
This aborts both descendants by the communication conflict with each other. 
Definition 2.3. A synchronized alternating machine is a communicating alternation 
machine using only the existential communication signals 0’ and 1’. 
An alternating machine is a communicating alternation machine using no commu- 
nication signals. 
Clearly, the synchronized alternating machines cannot organize separately communi- 
cating groups. Since h”(u) = h”(v) = E, for each two nodes of the full configuration 
tree, the condition (d) in Definition 2.2 is simplified as follows: 
(d’) If, for arbitrary nodes u and o in T’, Ih’(u)j = Ih’(u)l, then h’(u) = h’(u). 
That is, all processes use the same communication sequence. (For the classic alternation, 
(d) is always satisfied automatically, since even h’(u) = h’(u) = F). The reader may 
easily verify that the definition of synchronized alternation3 introduced here is equiv- 
alent to the definitions presented in [S, 221. (The mutual simulation preserves current 
contents of all work tapes, as well as the sequences of head moves). The major differ- 
ence between [8] and this paper is that we do not associate communication symbols 
with nodes of the computation tree (configurations), but rather with edges (compu- 
tation steps). This makes the formal definition simpler and allows an easy uniform 
generalization. 
We shall now present an intuitive reasoning showing that the relation between the 
synchronized and communicating alternation replicates the relation between the nonde- 
3 The name “synchronized” is unfortunate here, since the common meaning of this word (to agree in 
time or to proceed at the same rate) would suggest that these are machines using a unary existential 
communication. We retain the name for historical reasons. 
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terminism and alternation. First, we need to put our communicating machines in the 
following normal form. 
Lemma 2.4. For each communicating alternation machine A, there exists an equiva- 
lent communicating alternation machine A’ such that the only possible communication 
conflict is between a pair of processes broadcasting dtrerent existential signals. That 
is, no process broadcasting a universal signal is ever aborted because of another pro- 
cess broadcasting an existential signal, or vice versa. In addition, each process in a 
conjiguration broadcasting a communication signal has a unique direct descendant. 
Proof. We can replace the original machine A by a new machine A’ that simulates 
A but encodes the broadcasted signals as follows. (i) If A wants to broadcast an 
existential signal c’ E {0’, l’}, A’ broadcasts, in three consecutive computation steps, 
the message 0’~‘. A possible existential or universal branching is performed in the first 
computation step. The broadcasting itself, in the second and third steps, is deterministic. 
(ii) Similarly, if A broadcasts a universal c” E {0”, l”}, A’ broadcasts 1’~“. The 
reader may easily verify that both A and A’ recognize the same language and that all 
communication conflicts are resolved while broadcasting some existential signals only. 
This slows down the computation by at most a factor of three. 0 
The communication of a machine can be described by a binary tree. First, consider 
a full configuration supertree, obtained from the full configuration tree (see Fig. 2 
and Definition 2.2) by grouping, into a single “supernode”, all nodes having the same 
communication history. The “superedges” are labeled by the same communication sig- 
nals as the single edges they are composed of. Note that, for a machine in the above 
normal form, each supernode has at most two superedges to its successors, moreover, 
either both superedges are labeled by existential signals, or both by universal signals. 
Now we can define a computation supertree, which is a subtree Y-’ of the full 
configuration supertree Y, such that 
(i) each supemode in J r’ having the superedges to its successors labeled by the 
existential signals has at most one direct successor in Y’, 
(ii) each supemode in 9’ with superedges labeled by the universal signals has the 
same direct successors as in F. 
Observe that the input of a communicating alternation machine is accepted if and 
only if there exists a computation tree T’ in the full configuration tree T such that 
the entire tree T’ can be embedded in some computation supertree Y’ in the full 
configuration supertree Y. Both T’ in T and Y’ in Y are selected in accordance with 
the ordinary rules of the classic alternation, satisfying (b) and (c) of Definition 2.2 
or (i) and (ii) above, respectively. For a synchronized alternating machine, using 
the existential signals only, Y’ in .Y is a single path from the root. This shows 
that 
(1) the synchronized alternating machines are ordinary alternating devices that are 
equipped with a nondeterministic communication, 
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Fig. 2. Full configuration supertree. 
(2) the communicating alternation machines are alternating machines with an alter- 
nating communication, 
The level zero of this hierarchy corresponds to the classic alternation (no communica- 
tion). In Section 4, we shall see that the above generalization can be iterated arbitrarily 
many times in a uniform way. 
3. The power of communication 
This section will give the formal proofs that all important properties of the commu- 
nicating alternation, compared to the synchronized alternation, are shifted one level up 
in the fundamental complexity hierarchy. 
Definition 3.1. A communicating alternation machine is t(n) time bounded, if, for each 
input of length n, no computation tree has a branch longer than t(n) computation steps. 
The machine is s(n) space bounded, if, for each input of length n, no computation 
tree has a node corresponding to a configuration that uses more than s(n) space on 
any of its work tapes (not taking into account the length of the read-only input tape). 
The classes of languages recognizable by communicating alternation machines in 
O(t(n)) time or O(s(n)) space will be denoted by CATIME(t(n)) or CASPACE(s(n)), 
respectively. The class of languages recognizable by such machines in O(t(n)) time 
and O(s(n)) space simultaneously will be denoted by CATIME - SPACE(t(n), s(n)). 
Similarly, SATIME(t(n)), ATIME(t(n)), NTIME(t(n)), and DTIME(t(n)) denote the 
classes of languages recognizable by O(t(n)) time bounded synchronized alternating, 
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alternating, nondeterministic, and deterministic Turing machines, respectively. The cor- 
responding notation XSPACE(s(n)) and XTIME - SPACE(t(n),s(n)), for X E {CA, 
SA, A, N, D}, will be used for space and time-and-space bounded machines. 
The shorthand notation XEXPSPACE, XESPACE, XPSPACE, XLINSPACE, and 
XLOGSPACE substitute for classes Uk a 1 XSPACE(2”k), lJk_, XSPACE(2k’“), lJk_ 1 
XSPACE(&), XSPACE(n), and XSPACE(log n), respectively. 
Due to the Savitch’s theorem [14], we will write EXPSPACE, ESPACE, and 
PSPACE instead of DEXPSPACE = NEXPSPACE, DESPACE = NESPACE, and 
DPSPACE =NPSPACE, respectively. 
A corresponding shorthand notation is used for time and time-and-space complexity 
classes. For example, CAPTIME-LOGSPACE denotes the class of languages recog- 
nizable by communicating alternation machines in polynomial time and logarithmic 
space simultaneously. For historical reasons, we write P and NP for DPTIME and 
NPTIME. 
An alternative approach is the so-called weak mode of the corresponding complexity 
measure. For example, the machine is weakly t(n) time bounded if, for each accepted 
input of length n, there exists at least one accepting computation tree the branches of 
which never execute more than t(n) computation steps. 
Though this kind of definition is used quite frequently in the literature, observe 
that this mode is asymmetric, for example, the famous result that the nondetermin- 
istic space is closed under complement [ 11, 191 does not hold for the weak mode. 
Neither the weak deterministic space classes are closed under complement [20]. (The 
finer analysis reveals that the relation between the strong and weak space replicates 
the relation between the recursive and recursively enumerable languages. For details, 
see [3].) 
Similar anomalies exist for the so-called accept mode, used, for example, in 
[7,9, 17, 181. Here the maximum over all accepting computations is taken into ac- 
count, but rejecting computations are ignored still. For example, we can use an arbitrary 
amount of time or space on inputs that are rejected, even in the case of deterministic 
machines. 
Unless stated otherwise, we shall use the strong mode, as presented in Definition 3.1 
above. The difference among the above modes disappears, if we consider bounds that 
are constructible. 
Definition 3.2. A function t(n): N + N is time constructible, if there exists a deter- 
ministic Turing machine which, starting with an input of length n, halts within time 
O(t(n)) with the binary coded value of t(n) written on one of its work tapes. 
The function t(n) is time constructible in s(n) space, if, moreover, the above Turing 
machine is O(s(n)) space bounded. 
A function s(n): N + N is (fully) space constructible, if there exists a deterministic 
Turing machine which, for each input of length n, marks off s(n) work tape cells on 
one of its tapes, not having used more than O(s(n)) space. 
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First, we shall consider time bounded computations. 
Theorem 3.3. For each time constructible function t(n) an, UC,O NTIME(c’(“)) & 
CATIME(t(n)). 
Proof. The argument is a “paralleled” version of the famous divide-and-conquer al- 
gorithm presented in the Savitch’s theorem [14], relating nondeterministic and deter- 
ministic space classes. First, let A be a single-tape nondeterministic machine working 
in time O(ctcn)), for some constant c>O. Then A is also time bounded by 2k.f(n), for 
some integer k. 
Phase 1. The simulating machine A’ first computes the value of t(n). Then, branch- 
ing universally k . t(n) times, it creates 2k’“(“) processes working in parallel. Now 
each process has stored, on two separate work tapes, the value of t(n) computed de- 
terministically at the very beginning and a unique number p E (0, 1,2,. . . , 2k”(“) - 1) 
corresponding to the chosen computation path. 
The enumeration of parallel processes by numbers p E { 0, 1,2,. . . , 2k.t(n) - 1) repre- 
sents the corresponding work tape cells of the simulated single-tape machine A. Note 
that 2k.f(n) active processes can keep the entire work tape of A in their finite-control 
units. In addition, the state of A is stored in the finite control of the process having 
its identification number p equal to the tape head position of the simulated machine. 
Using different finite-control “tracks”, the system can keep this way three different 
configurations, the so-called source, target, and halfway configurations. 
Initially, each process with p <n moves its input head to the pth position and loads 
the corresponding input tape symbol into its “source” track. The process with p = 0 
loads the left end marker, together with the initial state of A. The processes having 
p > n load the blank symbols. Thus, the source track represents the initial configuration 
ofA. 
The target track, corresponding to an accepting configuration in time 2k.‘(“), can be 
initiated in one step, since, without loss of generality, we may assume that the simulated 
machine A accepts with its tape head positioned at the left end marker, having its tape 
cleared up. 
Phase 2. Now the system proceeds as follows. Branching existentially in parallel, 
the running processes load the halfway track by a configuration corresponding to the 
time moment 2k”(“)/2 along an accepting path of the simulated machine. Since nothing 
is verified in this phase, the halfway track is loaded in one computation step. Wrong 
nondeterministic guesses may, of course, yield an inconsistent halfway track, e.g., more 
that one state at several different tape positions. 
Branching universally while broadcasting universal communication signals 0” and l”, 
each process splits itself into two copies. This divides a single communication group 
into two separate groups. The first group, having broadcasted 0”, will check whether 
the halfway configuration is reachable from the source configuration in 2k”(“)/2 steps. 
The second one, having broadcasted l”, verifies the existence of a path connecting the 
halfway and target configurations in 2k’t(“)/2 steps. 
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Then the processes of the first group copy, in a single parallel step, the halfway 
track onto the target track, while the processes of the second group, the halfway track 
onto the source track. 
Now both communication groups are ready for the next division. Thus, in the next 
three steps, we get four communication groups, each of them has to verify the existence 
of a path between its source and target configurations, of length 2k.‘(“)/4. Clearly, after 
k *t(n) divisions, each communication group has only to check whether the target track 
configuration is a direct descendant of the source. To detect this moment, each process 
counts down from t(n) to zero, on a separate work tape. The counter is decremented 
only once per each k divisions. It should be clear that the countdown consumes only 
O(t(n)) additional time. 
Phase 3. Finally, the parallel processes of each group verify whether there is le- 
gal single-step transition between the source and target track configurations. Branching 
existentially in parallel, each process guesses the necessary data about the executed 
instruction, namely, the finite control states q and q’ for the source and target config- 
urations, the direction d E { - 1, 0, I} in which the tape head is moved, and j?, the tape 
head position for the source. All this information is saved on a separate work tape, 
which takes O(t(n)) steps. 
Using the existential communication signals 0’ and l’, each process broadcasts its 
binary coded guess. If some processes do not agree in their guesses, the entire com- 
putation will fail due to a communication conflict. Hence, the acceptance depends on 
those combinations of nondeterministic guesses, where all processes have used the same 
guess, within each group. 
After broadcasting, each process compares p, its unique position identification num- 
ber, with ~7 and i + d, the guessed tape head positions of the source and target tracks. 
This can be done in O(t(n)) steps. Then each process checks if the work tape symbols 
of the source and target are equal or, for p E (6, j + d}, the difference between the 
tracks corresponds to a single computation step of A, in accordance with the guessed 
q, q’, and d. 
It is easy to see that all processes of the communication group accept only if both 
the source and target tracks contain consistent configurations, with a finite control state 
at exactly one position, connected by a legal single-step machine transition. To allow 
computation paths shorter than exactly 2 k t(n) steps, the situation in which both the 
source and target tracks contain the unique accepting configuration is regarded as a 
legal computation step of A. 
This completes the argument for single-tape nondeterministic machines. However, 
a multi-tape ctcn) time bounded nondeterministic machine A can be replaced by an 
equivalent single-tape machine working in time (c t(n))2 <@“), for a suitable constant E, 
which completes the proof. 0 
It is an open problem whether the constructibility assumption can be discarded in the 
proof of the above theorem. However, we do not need this assumption for weakly time 
bounded machines (see the remark below Definition 3.1). Instead of computing, the 
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simulating machine A’ may nondeterministically guess the value of t(n). If the original 
machine A has an accepting path of length cf, A’ will have an accepting computation 
tree using O(t) time. The computation trees guessing too little will fail and reject, on the 
other hand, A’ will also have an infinite computation tree, or accepting trees guessing 
too much. The reverse inclusion holds without any constructibility assumptions, for 
both modes. 
Theorem 3.4. For each function t(n) an, CATIME(t(n)) C Uc,0 NTIME(c’(“)). 
Proof. The argument is a breadth-first simulation of a parallel system by a sequential 
device. Let A be a communicating alternation machine working in time O(t(n)). The 
simulating nondeterministic machine A’ keeps the information on its work tape in the 
form 
##D1 ##D2##. . ##De##, 
where e is the number of currently active communication groups. Di represents the 
data about the ith group, i.e., 
where mi is the number of processes in the group and Pi,j encodes the current con- 
figuration of the jth process in the ith group, i.e., the current finite control state, the 
nonblank contents of all tapes, and their tape head positions. 
Since the length of branches in computation trees is bounded by O(t(n)), for inputs 
of length n, and there is only a constant number of direct descendants for each con- 
figuration, there exists a constant cl such that the total number of processes working 
in parallel is bounded by cl t(n) So is the number of communication groups, since .
each group contains at least one process. Further, no process will ever use more then 
O(t(n)) cells on any of its tapes, hence, the total length of this work tape of A’ will 
never exceed c2 ‘cn), for a suitable constant ~2. 
A’ proceeds as follows. If it finds, on its tape, a process fi,j that does not broadcast 
in the next computation step, A’ simulates this step, i.e., it updates the information 
about Pi,j on the tape. If Pi,j branches existentially, A’ will also make a corresponding 
nondeterministic decision. If Pi,j branches universally, A’ replaces fi,j, deterministically, 
by all its direct descendants. It should be clear that, using an additional auxiliary work 
tape, A’ can simulate a single step of a single process in time O(C~@)). 
If fi,j halts and accepts, A’ removes Pi,j from the list of active processes in the 
corresponding group, carrying on the simulation. Clearly, if the communication group 
becomes empty, it is removed as well. Conversely, if fi,j rejects, A’ also rejects, which 
halts the entire computation. 
If all processes of some group want to broadcast communication signals, A’ first 
checks communication conflicts in this group. That is, if A’ finds a process broadcasting 
0’, it checks whether all other processes, within the same group, broadcast 0’ as well. If 
they do, A’ simulates one step of each process in the group. Otherwise, A’ rejects. The 
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same action is taken if A’ finds a process broadcasting 1’. If all processes broadcast 
universal signals only, A’ groups together processes broadcasting equal signals and 
divides the given group into two separate groups, using two auxiliary work tapes. 
To simplify the resolution of communication steps, we may assume, by Lemma 2.4, 
that each process broadcasting a communication signal behaves “deterministically” for 
a moment, i.e., it has a unique direct descendant. 
Beginning with a single initial process in a single group on the tape, A’ halts and 
accepts when the tape is cleared, i.e., all active processes in all groups halt and accept, 
Since the total number of parallel processes is at most cl’(“), none of them executes 
more than O(t(n)) steps, and A’ simulates a single step of a single process in time 
O(Q@)), the total simulation time does not exceed O(ci’(“) . t(n). czfcn)) C 0(&J), for 
a suitable constant c. 0 
Corollary 3.5. (a) For each time constructible function t(n)Bn, CATIME(t(n))= 
UC>,, NTIME(c’(“)). 
(b) CAPTIME = NEXPTIME. 
(c) CALINTIME = NETIME. 
Thus, the alternation combined with the alternating communication are, so far, the 
first computational resources provably known to be exponentially time related to non- 
deterministic sequential computations. 
Unless PSPACE =NEXPTIME, they are even more powerful resources than the 
alternation combined with the nondeterministic communication, i.e., the synchronized 
alternating machines. Both the alternating and synchronized alternating machines are, 
following van Emde Boas’ classification [21], true members of the second machine 
class, since, with respect to time, these two models are equivalent [16]; SATIME(t(n)) 
= ATIME(t(n)), for each time constructible 4 t(n) >n, and hence SAPTIME = APTIME 
= PSPACE. However, the synchronized alternation differs from the ordinary alternation 
in space, e.g., we have SALOGSPACE = PSPACE again [8,22], while ALOGSPACE = 
P VI. 
Next we shall present a characterization of PSPACE in terms of communicating 
alternation. 
Theorem 3.6. For each function s(n)Bn, that is time constructible in logs(n) space, 
NSPACE(s(n)) C CATIME - SPACE(s(n), logs(n)). 
Proof. Since s(n) > logn, we may assume that our nondeterministic O(s(n)) space 
bounded machine A is also c ‘cn) time bounded, for some constant c. By Theorem 3.3, 
using s(n) > n, we already have O(s(n)) time bounded communicating alternation ma- 
chine A’ simulating A. We only have to keep the space used below O(logs(n)). 
4 The original proof in [16] does not claim any constructibility. However, the paper considers weak 
complexity measures, with no bound guarantee for rejected inputs. 
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By assumption, the initial computation of s(n) can be done in O(s(n)) time and 
O(logs(n)) space simultaneously. Second, an analysis of the proof presented in 
Theorem 3.3 shows that A’ will already use O(logs(n)) space for the time counters, 
since they are all binary coded. 
Another variables stored on separate work tapes are p and ~5, corresponding to some 
tape positions of the simulated machine A. Since A is O(s(n)) space bounded, such 
numbers can be stored in space k + logs(n), for a suitable integer k. Thus, we do 
not create 2k.S(“) parallel processes, as in Theorem 3.3, but rather 2k+‘oas(n) processes, 
branching universally only k + logs(n) times in Phase 1. This gives the claimed space 
bound for p E (0,. . . , 2k . s(n) - I}, as well as for 5, guessed in Phase 3. 0 
A corresponding refinement of Theorem 3.4 gives: 
Theorem 3.7. CATIME - SPACE(t(n),s(n)) C Uc,s NSPACE(t(n).&)), for each two 
functions t(n) 2 n and s(n) 3 log iz. 
Proof. We shall use the simulation of Theorem 3.4 as a starting point. However, to 
keep space within the claimed limit, some modifications are necessary. 
(i) We do not incorporate the entire content of the read-only input tape into Pi,j - 
the code of the current configuration of the jth process in the ith communication group. 
Only the input head position is included. This is sufficient for the simulating machine 
A’, it can consult its own input tape for the symbol scanned by fi,j as the simulation 
of a single step demands. This reduces the space required for a single process from 
@(s(n) + n) to Q(s(n) + log n) C O(s(n)), since s(n) > log n. 
(ii) We do not keep multiple copies of the same process within the same com- 
munication group. That is, each time we simulate a single step of a process Pi,j, we 
scan the entire communication group Di containing Pi,j, to check whether there is an- 
other process in the same configuration. If there is, Pi,j is removed from Di. Thus, 
the space required by a single communication group is reduced to O(c”‘“)), for some 
constant c. 
To see that this is allowed, suppose that we have an accepting computation tree with 
two nodes u and v labeled by the same configuration and having the same communi- 
cation history, that is, placed in the same communication group (cf. Definition 2.2). 
Then we can replace the subtree T,, with root in v, by a copy of T,, rooted in u, and 
still have a valid accepting computation tree. This follows from the fact that T, does 
not have communication conflicts with any other subtree TX, for x being any node with 
the same communication history as u (and v). Thus, the copy of T,, with root in v 
cannot have a conflict with any TX either. 
The above argument does not hold for ZJ and v having different communication 
histories, i.e., located in different communication groups. Replacing T, by a copy of 
T,, may cause some conflicts, since T,, and T, may require different communication in 
their neighborhoods. Therefore, we still keep multiple copies of the same process, if 
the copies are in different communication groups. 
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(iii) Further, the currently active communication groups Dt ,4,. . . , De are serviced 
in a “LIFO” manner. That is, the groups D1, . . . , DC-I are delayed until the simulation 
of the most recent communication group De has been completed (which removes De 
from the tape). If the group Dl splits itself into two offspring groups D$ and D:,,, 
we delay 0; until Di,, has been finished. 
Thus, for each i E (2,. . . ,t - l}, the communication history of Di is always strictly 
longer than that of Di_ 1. The only possible exception is the communication history of 
processes in D/-l and De. Their histories may be of equal length immediately after 
some group division, differing only in the last broadcasted signal. This ensures that 
we have never more than t(n) + 1 pending communication groups stored on the work 
tape. Therefore, the length of the tape does not exceed O(t(n) . c”(“)). 0 
Combining the above two theorems, we get: 
Corollary 3.8. CAPTIME - LOGSPACE = PSPACE. 
By [S, 221, already the synchronized alternating machines are able to recognize 
PSPACE languages in polynomial time and logarithmic space, i.e., SAPTIME = 
SALOGSPACE=PSPACE. However, these two equalities are obtained by different 
simulation techniques. A communicating alternation machine is able to recognize a 
PSPACE language both in polynomial time and logarithmic space simultaneously, by a 
single algorithm. Imposing both limits on the synchronized alternating machines, we get 
SAPTIME -LOGSPACE = NP. A proof will be completed in Sect.4, so far, we shall 
only show the inclusion SAPTIME-LOGSPACE C NP. That is, unless NP = PSPACE, 
such simultaneous restriction reduces the power of the synchronized alternation. 
Theorem 3.9. SATIME - SPACE(t(n),s(n)) c UC,,, NTIME(t(n) . c”‘“‘), for each two 
functions t(n) > n and s(n) > log n. 
Proof. We use the simulation of Theorem 3.7, showing that CATIME - SPACE(t(n), 
s(n)) c UC>0 NSPACE(t(n) . c+) ). However, if the simulated machine does not use 
any universal communication, the simulator stores only a single communication group 
on its work tape. Further, since it does not keep multiple copies of processes with 
equal configurations within a single group, the total number of processes ever listed 
on the work tape is bounded by ci ‘@) for some constant cl. Thus, the total length of ,
the (main) work tape never exceeds c;@), for some constant ~2. Hence, a single step 
of a single process is simulated in time O(@)). This gives the total simulation time 
O(t(n) . cy . p) c O(t(n) . F(n) ), for a suitable constant c. 0 
By a further refinement, we can modify Theorem 3.7 so that it holds even for 
sublogarithmic space bounds. 
Corollary 3.10. CATIME-SPACE(t(n),s(n))C U,,oNSPACE(t(n).n.cS(“)),foreach 
two functions t(n) and s(n). 
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Note that, for sublogarithmic space bounds, the space required to remember an input 
head position may become dominant; the algorithm presented in Theorem 3.7 con- 
sumes actually @(s(n)+ logn) space per each single process. Further, there can be 
O(n . cscn)) different processes in a single communication group, again due to different 
input head positions. Thus, the direct application of Theorem 3.7 would result in total 
space O(t(n) . n. cscn) logn). To eliminate the logn factor, we modify the algorithm 
so that it uses only a single bit per each process. We do not go into details here, this 
method will be described later, in Theorem 3.12. (It has already been used in [8], for 
the synchronized alternation.) 
Having characterized nondeterministic time and space in terms of communicating 
alternation, we shall now investigate the power of communicating alternation space. 
Theorem 3.11. For each function s(n), UCIO ASPACE(n . es@)) C_ CASPACE(s(n)). 
Proof. Let A be an alternating O(n .cs(“) ) space bounded machine. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that each configuration of A has at most two direct descendants 
and that A has, besides a read-only input tape, only one read-write work tape. 
Configurations of A are represented by the simulating machine A’ as follows. Each 
work tape cell that has been used by A so far has a separate process keeping its 
content in the finite control. The cell positions are relative to the current position of 
the work tape head, i.e., they are numbers in range -n . cs@) . . . + n . I?@). Each process 
remembers its relative position p by two components, namely, by 
p&v = p div (n + 2), stored on its work tape, and 
p,& = p mod (n + 2) represented by position of the input head. 
To achieve a time efficient manipulation, p,,& is represented by a distance from the 
left input tape end marker, if pdiv is even, but it is measured from the right end marker, 
if p&v is odd. 
To imitate that A moves to the left along the work tape, each process increments, 
in parallel, its value of p. That is, it moves its input head one position to the right. 
When it gets to the right end marker, it increments p&v and changes the direction of 
input head movement to the left. When the left end marker is reached, it increments 
p&v and changes the direction to the right again. Similarly, if A moves to the right, 
all processes decrement their relative positions by moving the heads in the reverse 
direction or, possibly, by decrementing p&v. 
Each process can easily detect whether its tape position p is scanned by the head 
of A, by checking if p&v = 0 (stored on the work tape) and pmOd = 0 (input head at 
the left end marker). 
Since A does not use more than 12 .cs@) work tape cells, the relative positions fit in 
the range -n dn) . . + n . c’(“), and therefore p&v is always in range -cs(“) . . + c*(‘). 
Thus, no process will ever use more than O(s(n)) space on its work tape. 
There are two special processes at either end of the “chain”, denoted by L and R, 
representing the left end marker and the first unused cell of the work tape, respectively. 
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One special process, denoted by H, moves its input head in accordance with the input 
head motions of A. All active processes “know” also the current finite control state 
ofA. 
We are now ready for simulation. Initially, A’ creates only three processes, namely, 
L, R, and H, which represents the initial configuration. The simulation of a single step 
depends on whether the current finite control state q is existential or universal. 
If q is existential, then each process, branching existentially in parallel, guesses the 
next instruction to be executed and, using existential communication signals, broadcasts 
its guess, namely, the state q’ the machine A will be in, the work tape symbols a and a’ 
before and after the next step at the current work tape head position, and d E { - 1, 0, l}, 
the direction in which the work tape head moves. If some processes do not agree in their 
guesses, the entire computation will fail due to a communication conflict. Otherwise, 
having verified they use consistent data, the processes can simulate the next step. 
The processes representing the work tape of A increment or decrement their relative 
positions in accordance with d, the guessed work tape head motion. In addition, the 
process with relative position zero verifies whether the guessed symbol a is equal to the 
real content of its work tape cell, and rewrites it by a’. If the work tape head reaches 
R at the end of the chain, representing the first unused cell, R branches universally, 
creates a new offspring process for that cell, and moves itself one more position farther. 
Thus, the chain of processes “grows” as A extends the used part of the work tape. 
The special process H, keeping track of the original input head, checks whether the 
input head scans a symbol x such that A has an instruction reading x on the input while 
rewriting a to a’ on the work tape, moving the work tape head in the direction d, and 
changing its state from q to q’. If it does, H moves its own input head in accordance 
with the simulated instruction. Otherwise, H rejects. 
If the current state of A is universal, the active parallel processes guess, existentially, 
both instructions executed by A in the next step and, by existential communication, 
broadcast the data about both guessed instructions. After existential broadcasting, having 
verified their guesses are consistent, each process splits itself into two copies, branching 
universally while broadcasting different universal signals 0” and 1”. This divides a 
single communication group into two separate groups. The first group simulates the 
first guessed instruction, the second group, the second guessed instruction. From now 
on, the two separate groups simulate the two parallel branches of the original machine, 
respectively. 
The simulation ends when A enters an accepting finite control state. q 
Next we show the reverse inclusion. 
Theorem 3.12. For each function s(n), CASPACE(s(n)) C UC,,, ASPACE(n . da)), 
Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that the communicating alternation 
machine A has, besides a read-only input tape, only one read-write work tape. The 
simulating machine A’ will keep, on its work tape, data about a single communica- 
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tion group. Since A is O(s(n)) space bounded, there exist only O(n . c’@)) different 
configurations. Thus, the communication group contains at most O(n . cs@)) different 
processes, since we do not keep multiple copies of processes having the same config- 
urations within the same group, by the argument presented in Theorem 3.7. 
This allows us to save some space, we use only a single bit per each process in the 
group. A’ keeps the data in the form 
bobI . . . be, 
where t! is the code of the “lexicographically largest” configuration having been active 
in the group so far, and the bit bi, for i E (0,. . . , t}, is set to one if and only if the 
group does contain a process whose current configuration is equal to i, using a suitable 
coding of configurations by binary numbers. It is easy to design a coding that maps 
a configuration using O(s(n)) space to a binary coded string of length 0(8(n))+ log n. 
(Recall that the logn factor is required to remember input head position). 
Thus, moving from left to right along the main work tape while counting the tape 
position on a separate auxiliary tape, the auxiliary tape contains a configuration of 
some active process whenever the main tape head scans the symbol “1”. Adding or 
removing a process with the given configuration is equivalent, respectively, to set or 
clear the corresponding bit on the main tape. If t?, the number corresponding to a 
process to be added, exceeds e, we have also to clear all bits in the hole, i.e., assign 
zero to all bits bd+l, be+l, . . . , b+l and set bp to one. 
The simulation itself is very similar to that in Theorem 3.4, except for the fact that 
our alternating machine A’ stores only a single group on its tape. 
That is, A’ first serves processes not broadcasting any signals. If a process changes 
its configuration from i to j, A’ clears the bit bf and sets bj. If the process branches 
existentially, so does A’. On the other hand, if the process changes its configuration 
universally to, say, ji and jz, A’ sets both bj, and bj2. 
If all processes want to broadcast, A’ first checks conflicts, i.e., whether all processes 
broadcast universal signals only, or the same existential signal. By Lemma 2.4, we 
assume that broadcasting processes have unique direct descendants. 
In the case of existential communication, A’ first clears up its main tape, saving a 
copy of it on a separate auxiliary tape. Then it scans the auxiliary tape and produces 
direct descendants on the main tape, for each active process in the group. 
If the communication group splits, using universal communication, A’ branches uni- 
versally and simulates, in parallel, either of the two offspring groups. The first branch 
clears all processes broadcasting 1” and produces direct descendants of those 
broadcasting 0”, using the auxiliary tape, as in the case of existential communica- 
tion. The same action is taken by the second branch, with the roles of 0” and 1” 
inverted. 
The simulation accepts when all bits on the main tape are set to zero, i.e., when all 
processes halt and accept. Cl 
Combining Theorems 3.11 and 3.12, we thus have: 
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Corollary 3.13. For each function s(n), CASPACE(s(n)) = Uc.s ASPACE(n . c’@)). 
Note that, using the simulation of Theorem 3.11 for a nondeterministic machine with 
no universal branching, we get a machine never using universal communication signals, 
hence, the result is actually a synchronized alternating machine. The same holds, vice 
versa, for Theorem 3.12. Thus, as a special case of Corollary 3.13, we obtain the 
corresponding results for the synchronized alternation, already presented, in different 
forms, in [8,22, lo]. 
Corollary 3.14. For each function s(n), SASPACE(s(n)) = Uc,s NSPACE(n . &)). 
To relate communicating alternation space with sequential deterministic computa- 
tional models, we shall use the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.15. (a) For each s(n) 2 log n, ASPACE@( s Uc10 DTIME(&)). 
(b) For each fully space constructible function s(n) > logn, UC,O DTIME(c’(“)) C 
ASPACE(s(n)). 
Proof. The fact that the alternating space and deterministic time are exponentially 
related is well-known [l]. Following the presentation of the argument in [21], we only 
discuss the role of constructibility here. This will be needed later. 
The inclusion (a) does not require any constructibility. For each $3 logn, our alter- 
nating machine A has only c”” different configurations not using space above s, where 
c” is a suitable constant. These configurations can be listed on a work tape. The halting 
configurations obtain a quality accept/reject, based on the finite control state included. 
All configurations using more space than s are supposed to have a quality unknown. 
By application of the standard alternation rules, we can assign a quality accept, re- 
ject, or unknown to each intermediate configuration, repeatedly scanning the list of 
configurations and examining the qualities already assigned to offspring configurations. 
Clearly, a configuration obtains a quality unknown only if its acceptance status cannot 
be determined not knowing the qualities of configurations using space above s. Observe 
that even configurations with subtrees using space above s can obtain a quality accept 
or reject, since, for example, an accepting son of an existential configuration overrides 
the unknown quality of another son. We also assume that A does not get into an infinite 
loop, without extending its work tape space above s. (Using an additional time counter, 
A can detect such situations and reject.) Hence, there are no circular dependencies. 
The scanning process terminates as soon as the quality of the initial configuration 
has been assigned. Since during each sweep at least one new quality is determined and 
since the time needed for a single sweep is bounded by a polynomial in Es, the running 
time for this task is bounded by (c”“)k, for some k E N. But the simulating machine 
does not know a priori how much space A is going to use. Therefore, it iterates the 
above process for s = log n, log n + 1, log n + 2,. . , until it finds the first s such that the 
quality assigned to the initial configuration is different from unknown. Then it accepts 
or rejects, depending on the result obtained. 
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If, for each accepted input of length n, A has an accepting computation tree not 
using space above s(n), the total time of an accepting simulation is bounded by 
C$!/&“)k E O(cS(“)), f or a suitable constant c. This proves the inclusion (a) for 
the case of weakly bounded machines. If, moreover, no computation tree exceeds the 
space limit s(n), for any input of length n, then the simulating machine halts within 
O(c’(“) time even if the input is rejected. This gives (a) for strongly bounded ma- 
chines.) . 
On the other hand, we do not know how to avoid the space constructibility assump- 
tion in (b). This inclusion is shown as follows. Assume that our deterministic cs@) 
time bounded Turing machine A is a single tape device, which is not a real restriction 
here. For each input of length n, consider the standard computation matrix of size 
cs@) x c’(“), where the ith row, for i E { 1,. . . , cs@) }, is a string representing the config- 
uration at the time moment i. The top row describes the initial configuration and the 
bottom row should be an accepting configuration, if the input is accepted. 
Each intermediate square of the matrix is completely determined by the three squares 
in the row directly above, since A is deterministic. The alternating device can verify the 
content of this square by guessing, existentially, the contents of the three squares above 
and by generating, universally, three offspring processes that verify the guesses in the 
same way. The machine starts from the left bottom comer (without loss of generality, 
we assume that A enters its accepting state with head at the left end marker) and 
proceeds this way up to the top row, where the guesses are certified by comparison 
with the input. 
The alternating device uses its work tape to store coordinates of the current square 
in the matrix, which takes O(s(n)) space. The size of the matrix should be computed 
in advance, or else the parallel processes cannot detect when the top row is reached. 
This causes no problems, provided that s(n) is fully space constructible. 0 
The constructibility assumption can be avoided if we consider weak complexity 
classes. The alternating device, instead of computing, can nondeterministically guess 
the size of the matrix and write it down at the very beginning. The price we pay is 
the existence of computations guessing too much or using an infinite amount of space. 
Moreover, there is no space limit if the input is rejected, even if the deterministic 
machine halts within cscn) steps (cf. remark below Theorem 3.3). 
Theorem 3.16. (a) For each s(n), CASPACE(s(n)) C Uc,s DTIME(c”‘~“‘)). 
(b) For each s(n) such that n.2S(“) . zs fully space constructible, UC,0 DTIME(c”~~~“)) 
C CASPACE(s(n)). 
Proof. The first inclusion is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.12 and 
Lemma 3.15(a). 
Conversely, let L E DTIME(c” “‘“) ), for some constant c >O. Then L is also in 
DTIME( c” 2’ ‘(“) , f or some integer k 2 1. Clearly, n. 2k “cn) 2 log n. Since f(n) = 
n .2’(“) is fully space constructible, it is not too hard to see that so is n . 2k,S(“). It can be 
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computed according to formula n . 2k.S(“) = f(n). (f(n)/r~)~-‘. Note that k - 120 and 
f(n)/n 2 1. Thus, the space used in the initial computation of f(n) does not overflow 
the final bound n. 2k’s(n). 
By Lemma 3.15(b), we thus get that L E ASPACE(n . 2k’S(“)), for some k 2 1, which 
in turn implies that L E CASPACE(s(n)), using Theorem 3.11. !I 
Corollary 3.17. (a) For each function s(n) such that n.2’(“) is fully space construct- 
ible, CASPACE(s(n)) = Uc,s ASPACE(n . cscn)) = Uc,o DTIME(c”@‘). 
(b) CALOGSPACE = APSPACE = DEXPTIME. 
(c) CASPACE( 1) = ALINSPACE = DETIME. 
The above corollary stands in perfect analogy with the corresponding results for the 
synchronized alternation [8] (see also Corollary 3.14 above); 
SASPACE(s(n)) = U NSPACE(n . es(“)), 
c>o 
SALOGSPACE = NPSPACE (or, equivalently, PSPACE), 
SASPACE( 1) = NLINSPACE (context-sensitive languages). 
Note that the space constructibility of n. 2’(“) in Corollary 3.17 is much more lib- 
eral than the constructibility of s(n) itself. By [2], there are no unbounded monotone 
functions in o(logn) that are fully space constructible, even by nondeterministic ma- 
chines. Below log log n, even alternation does not help. Some kind of communication 
among processes running in parallel and using such small space is necessary, since 
ASPACE(o(log log n)) contains only regular languages [ 121. 
On the other hand, we see that even the lowest levels of constant space, that is, 
the two-way finite automata, correspond to the nondetetministic linear space in the 
case of synchronized alternation, while the communicating alternation automata are 
shifted one level up, to the alternating linear space, or, equivalently, “small” exponential 
deterministic time. 
It is of interest to compare the above results with Corollaries 3.5 and 3.8: 
;;; 
NEXPTIME = CAPTIME, 
DEXPTIME = CALOGSPACE , 
(cl ,PSPACE = CAPTIME - LOGSPACE. 
Thus, the deterministic and nondeterministic exponential time classes have sharply dif- 
ferent characterizations in terms of communicating alternation, as logarithmic space and 
polynomial time. Imposing both limits simultaneously reduces the power of 
communicating alternation to polynomial space. Similarly, for the “lowest” levels of 
communicating alternation in linear time or constant space, we obtain 
(d) NETIME = CALINTIME, 
(e) DETIME = CASPACE( 1) , 
i.e., a characterization of the “lowest” exponential time. Note, however, that (a) can 
be shifted one level down, i.e., 
(f) NP = CALOGTIME. 
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But, in order to achieve a sublinear computation time on our machines, we must equip 
them with a device able to read symbols without scanning the entire input. This can 
be done as in the case of ordinary alternating machines [l], by allowing them to write 
down a number i, in binary, which takes time log i, and then request for the ith symbol 
by entering a special input state. Note also that, even in the case of a classical input 
head, the use of Theorem 3.3 will give a device which has only a polynomial number 
of nodes in the full configuration tree when recognizing an NP language. Compare also 
with [22], where it is pointed out that synchronized alternation in polylogarithmic time 
corresponds to the polylogarithmic sequential space. 
4. Higher levels of the hierarchy 
In the sections above, we have seen that the synchronized alternation, studied in 
the literature, represents ordinary alternating devices that are equipped with a nonde- 
terministic communication. We also proposed a new computational model, alternating 
machines with an alternating communication, which shifts the new computational model 
one level up in the fundamental complexity hierarchy. Therefore, it is quite natural to 
ask if we can proceed further and, for example, equip alternating machines with a 
synchronized alternating communication. We shall show that such generalization is 
possible and can be iterated, in a uniform way, arbitrarily many times. 
First, consider alternating machines with synchronized alternating communication, 
or, equivalently, communicating alternation equipped with nondeterministic commu- 
nication. Let us denote the existential communication signals by 01 and 11, while 
the universal signals by 02 and 12. They are used in the same way as described in 
Section 2. 
Now we add one more pair of existential signals 03 and 13, which allows to exchange 
messages among different communication groups. That is, if a process tries to broadcast 
a third level signal 0s or 13, it must wait until all other processes (no matter in which 
communication group) either halt or try to broadcast some third level signals. When 
this happens, the processes are allowed to proceed further only if their broadcasted 
signals are equal. Otherwise, the computation rejects. 
Thus, a process broadcasting on the third level does not block communication on 
“more local channels”. For example, processes of another group can, using the first level 
signals, exchange some local information before they switch to the “global channel”. 
After global communication, they can use the local channel again. 
It should be clear how to add the fourth level: This introduces universal signals 04 
and 14 that organize the third level communication into communication groups (see 
Fig. 3). The lower level groups, organized by broadcasting 02 and 12, do not span 
across the group boundaries of higher rank. That is, broadcasting different signals 04 
and 14 divides the nested subgroups of lower rank as well. 
We are now ready for generalization. An u-level communicating alternation machine 
uses the communication alphabet {01,11,02,12,. . , O,, lr}. The existential and universal 
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Fig. 3. Communication groups for the level four. The first level signals are blocked by the second level 
boundaries (dashed ovals), while the third level signals, by the fourth level boundaries (solid ovals). These 
can be overcome by signals of even higher levels. 
levels are intertwined, beginning with the existential pair of signals. The parallel pro- 
cesses are distributed into nested communication groups, the depth of nesting is [r/2]. 
A signal Oi or li can be used to interact with processes within the same group of rank 




A process trying to execute an instruction that broadcasts a communication signal 
of level i must wait until all other processes, within the same group of rank [i/21, 
either halt or try to broadcast signals of level i or higher. 
When this happens, the process trying to broadcast an existential signal Oi is al- 
lowed to proceed further only if all other processes, within the same group of rank 
[i/2], broadcast th e same signal Oi as well. The same holds, respectively, for an 
existential 1 i. 
If the level i is universal, the communication group of rank [i/2] is divided. 
The first and second offspring groups consist of the processes broadcasting Oi 
and li, respectively. In addition, possible idle processes (in any), waiting for a 
communication by higher level signals, are expelled to a separate offspring group, 
where they wait for their turns. The group division applies to all nested subgroups 
of lower ranks as well. 
Note that there can exist some processes broadcasting on different levels at the same 
time within the same group. The situation for the existential level is obvious: Once 
there is a process broadcasting, say li, all other interacting processes must broadcast li 
or else a conflict arises. Since the universal level does not trigger conflicts but rather 
forks communication, and since a higher level communication should not block the 
lower levels but rather be delayed, a higher level process is not “aborted”, as in the 
existential case, but rather “expelled”. 
The interference among different levels is much less important or strange than it 
seems. Using a technique similar to Lemma 2.4, we shall put our machines into a 
normal form in which such situations can never happen. 
We can now present a formal definition. 
Definition 4.1. An r-level communicating alternation machine (CA,-machine, for 
short) is a k-tape communicating alternation machine as defined by Definition 2.1, 
with the communication alphabet (01, li,Oz, 12,. . . , Or, lr}. We refer to Definition 2.2 
for the definition of the full conjiguration tree. 
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Recall that the communication history of a node v in a full configuration tree T is 
the sequence of edge labels (communication symbols) along the path from the root 
to v. Now it will be denoted by hl (v). 
For iE{l,..., r+l}, an ith level of the communication history of a node v is 
the string hi(v), obtained from hi(v) by a homomorphism that erases all lower level 
communication, i.e., that maps Ok H E and lk HE, for k<i, but OkwOk and lk+‘+lk, 
for k>i. 
A computation tree is a subtree T’ of the full configuration tree T satisfying (a)-(e) 
of Definition 2.2, with (d) modified as follows: 
(d”) If, for any odd ifr, and any pair of nodes u and v in T’, 
Ihi = Ihi(v but hi(u) # hi(v), 
then, for some nodes ~1, and LY, along the paths from the root to u and v, 
respectively, 
Note that a higher rank division applies to all nested subgroups of lower ranks as 
well, since hi(x) # hi(y) implies hi-l(x) # hi-l(y). The reader may easily verify that 
all other details correspond to the informal presentation above. We only show how to 
avoid the interference among different levels, mentioned earlier. 
Lemma 4.2 (Normal form). For each CA,.-machine A, there exists an equivalent ma- 
chine A’ such that no pair of processes will ever interact using diflerent communication 
levels. In addition, a process in a configuration broadcasting a communication signal 
has a unique direct descendant. 
Proof (sketch). We replace A by a new machine A’ that, simulating A, encodes the ith 
level signal ci, for CE (0, l}, by the message 1112.. . li_iOici. A possible existential or 
universal branching is performed in the first step, the broadcasting itself is deterministic. 
Consider, for example, the third level signal ~3, encoded by lrl203c3. The first 
symbol lr raises a conflict if other processes within the same group broadcast some 
signals of level one, since they all send 01 before trying to communicate. If the symbol 
1, does not abort the computation, 12 is broadcasted. This separates the process from 
the group of other processes (if any) still using the second level communication, since 
they all send 02 before their group division. Now 03 raises a conflict, if there are some 
processes, within the same group of rank two, trying to broadcast signals of even higher 
levels. They all would send 13 in this phase. Finally, having the air cleared up, the 
process interacts with other processes in its group of rank two, using cs. The reader 
may easily verify how the mechanism works for other levels. 0 
We refer to Definition 3.1 for the definition of complexity measures. The correspond- 
ing time, space, and time-and-space omplexity classes for the rth communication level 
are denoted by CA,TIME(t(n)), CA,SPACE(s(n)), and CA,TIME - SPACE(t(n),s(n)). 
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Clearly, the levels CA2, CAr, and CA0 correspond to the communicating, synchro- 
nized, and ordinary alternation, respectively. But we can, in some sense, extend the 
hierarchy two levels down. 
Suppose that program of a machine is not given in the form of a relation H c Q x 
Ak x Ak x {c, 4}k x Q x %‘, where % denotes a set of communication signals (includ- 
ing E, cf. Def.2.1), but rather as a function H : Q x Ak x %? + Q x Ak x {-, +}k. That 
is, we impose a restriction that instructions of a program must differ in communication 
signals when the computation branches. Then the communication group of the lowest 
rank will never contain more than a single process. Thus, the group of the lowest rank, 
which we number by zero, can be identified with the process itself. Note that it can 
still create parallel offsprings, broadcasting some universal signals, which we denote by 
00 and lo. A nondeterministic branching can still be achieved by broadcasting different 
existential signals O-1 and 1-r. Finally, a machine without broadcasting is forced to 
behave deterministically under the above restriction. 
Observe that this unifies the notion of existential/universal branching with the notion 
of existential/universal broadcasting: Claiming that (d”) of Definition 4.1 must also be 
satisfied for i = - 1, we can discard the conditions (b) and (c) of Definition 2.2. Thus, 
a modified definition of the computation tree T’ consists of (a) and (e) in Definition 2.2, 
and (d”) in Definition 4.1. 
Therefore, we can write CA-1 and CA-2 for nondeterminism and determinism, 
respectively. 
It is of interest that, with respect to time, the levels above CA2 do not increase the 
power of communicating alternation machines. 
Theorem 4.3. For each function t(n)an, and for each r>O, CA,TIME(t(n)) 
c U,>,NTIME(&). 
Proof. The argument is a simple generalization of Theorem 3.4. The simulating nonde- 
terministic machine A’ keeps, on its work tape, the information about all active parallel 
processes of the original machine A, hierarchically grouped in nested communication 
groups and separated by some delimiters. 
Note that the total number of processes working in parallel is still bounded by cltcn), 
for some constant cl, no matter how many communication levels are used, since there 
is only a constant number of direct descendants for each configuration. Thus, A’ can 
still simulate a single step of a single process in time O(CZ@)), for some constant ~2. 
A’ first serves processes not broadcasting any signals. Existential branching is sim- 
ulated by a corresponding nondeterministic decision, universal branching deterministi- 
tally, by creating all direct descendants on the main work tape. 
Other processes are serviced with a priority decreasing in communication level. That 
is, a process broadcasting on a level i is delayed until all other simulated processes 
within its group of rank [i/2] broadcast at least on the same level. 
For the existential level, A’ checks whether all processes in the group of rank [i/2] 
broadcast equal signals and creates their direct descendants. For the universal level, 
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A’ divides the group into separate groups, using two auxiliary work tapes to collect 
together processes broadcasting Oi and li, while preserving the structure of all nested 
subgroups. By Lemma 4.2, we assume that all symbols are broadcasted deterministi- 
tally, with no interference among different levels. 
It should be clear that the total simulation time is bounded by O(&)), for some 
constant c. 0 
Corollary 4.4. The communication hierarchy of time bounded CA,-machines is jnite, 
i.e., CA,TIME(t(n)) = CATIME(t(n)) = Uc.s NTIME(c’(“)), for each ra.2, and each 
time constructible function t(n) 2 n. Therefore, 
P = CA_2PTIME, 
NP = CA_iPTIME, 
PSPACE = CAsPTIME = CA,PTIME (APTIME, SAPTIME), 
NEXPTIME = CA,PTIME , for each r 2 2 (CAPTIME). 
Proof. The equalities for the levels zero and one have been proved in [l, 161, respec- 
tively. The last equality is a straightforward consequence of Theorems 4.3 and 3.3: For 
each Y 2 2, CA,PTIME 5 NEXPTIME C CAzPTIME C. CA,PTIME. 0 
The bottleneck of time communication hierarchy is the limit on the number of pro- 
cesses that can be activated in time t(n), so adding more levels than two does not 
help. However, the situation changes very dramatically for space bounded machines. 
Theorem 4.5. For each function s(n), and each r > - 1, lJc10 CA,SPACE(n . d”)) 2 
CA,+zSPACE(s(n)). 
Proof. The argument is a generalization of Theorem 3.11, proving the inclusion for 
r=O or -1. 
The configuration of the original CAT-machine A is represented in the same way, i.e., 
a single process of A corresponds to a whole communication group. That is, besides a 
special process keeping track of the original input head, all other processes represent 
individual work tape cells, keeping track of their positions relative to the current work 
tape head position of A. (For details, see Theorem 3.11). 
This forms a communication group of the lowest rank one. The first level existential 
signals 01 and 11, together with the power of nondeterminism, are used to agree on 
the next instruction to be simulated. If the current state of A is universal, all processes 
existentially guess both instructions to be simulated, verify, by the first level existential 
communication, that they have used the same guess, and then they divide the group into 
two separate groups, broadcasting different second level universal signals 02 and 12. 
From now on, the two separate groups, of rank one, simulate the two parallel branches 
of A separately. 
If the processes, using the first level existential communication, agree on the next step 
that broadcasts a communication signal Xi, for some xc (0, 1) and some 
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communication level iE { 1,. . . , r}, they all broadcast Xi+2, i.e., the same signal shifted 
two communication levels up. 
Thus, the groups of the first rank represent single processes, while the higher ranks 
replicate, exactly, the current group nesting structure of A, but shifted one rank up. 0 
Now we shall consider the time overhead of the above simulation. The only potential 
time consumer is manipulation with the counter representing a relative position of a 
given work tape cell (see also Theorem 3.11). All other operations are performed in 
constant time, per each simulated instruction. A straightforward implementation of the 
work tape position counter P&v would require @(s(n)) steps per each manipulation. 
Although this gives only a logarithmic overhead in the original time bound, it is not 
too hard to implement a counter consuming only a constant number of steps for each 
addition or subtraction by one, not increasing the space used. By [15], a far more com- 
plicated task can be performed, namely, a real-time simulation of several independent 
counters, on a single tape within the space used by ordinary binary counters. Thus, we 
obtain: 
Corollary 4.6. For each fun&on t(n)>n, and each r> - 1, CA,TIME(l(n)) & CAr+2 
TIME - SPACE(@), log(t(n)/n)). 
Theorem 4.7. For each function s(n), and for each r 2 - 1, CA,+2SPACE(s(n)) C 
UC,,, CA,SPACE(n . &)). 
Proof. The argument is a reverse process of Theorem 4.5, using as a basis a general- 
ization of Theorem 3.12. 
That is, the nesting structure of groups replicates, exactly, the current structure for 
the original machine A, this time shifted one rank down. This means that broadcasting 
of a signal x; is imitated by xi_2, for each xi of level at least three. A communication 
group of rank one is represented by a single process that stores the entire group on 
its work tape. Thus, the signals of the first two levels are simulated without any real 
broadcasting at all. This consumes space O(n.&)), for some constant c, since we 
spend only a single bit per each process, by a method described in Theorem 3.12. 
If the group splits, using universal signals 02 and 12, the simulator branches univer- 
sally and simulates, in parallel, either of the two offspring groups. That is, either of 
the two offsprings of the simulator erases all processes belonging to the other offspring 
group. An existential communication by Or and 1 I is checked sequentially, examining 
all active processes in the group for possible conflicts. A universal branching of a sin- 
gle process is simulated deterministically, by creating all direct descendants. Finally, 
an existential branching of a single process corresponds to an existential guess of the 
simulating machine. 
We only have to discuss how to handle situations in which some different processes 
of the lowest rank group broadcast different higher level signals at the same time. By 
Lemma 4.2, the simulator does not have to resolve conflicts arising among processes 
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broadcasting on different levels. In the case of an existential level, the simulator either 
broadcasts xi-2 or rejects, depending on whether the higher level signal xi broadcasted 
by the processes of its group is unique or not. If the higher level i is universal, the 
simulator branches universally as in the case of 02 and 12, but broadcasts the different 
universal signals of level i-2. Then either of the two offspring groups is simulated in 
parallel. 0 
To present the communication hierarchy of space bounded machines in a readable 
form, we shall use the following notation. By X(EXP)‘SPACE we denote the class of 
languages recognizable by machines of type X, space bounded by r times iterated ex- 
ponential functions (with polynomials in the exponents). For example, N(EXP)*SPACE 
denotes NEXPEXPSPACE = lJk a 1 NSPACE(22.‘P). We shall also write N(EXP)’ 
SPACE and N(EXP)-‘SPACE for NPSPACE and NLOGSPACE, respectively, to keep 
the notation uniform. A corresponding notation is also used for time complexity classes. 
Corollary 4.8. The communication hierarchy of space bounded CA,.-machines is in- 
finite, since CA,+zSPACE(s(n)) = lJ,_,,, CA,SPACE(n . c’(“)), for each r> - 1, and 
each s(n). Therefore, 
DLOGSPACE = CA_2LOGSPACE, 
NLOGSPACE = CA-iLOGSPACE, 
P = CAoLOGSPACE 
PSPACE = CA I LOGSPACE 
DEXPTIME = CA2LOGSPACE 




for each r 2 0, 
N(EXP)‘SPACE = CA2r+i LOGSPACE, for each r > - 1. 
Proof. By Theorems 4.5 and 4.7, CA,+2(EXP)k-1SPACE = CA,(EXP)kSPACE, for 
each r> 0, and each k 30. The rest of argument is a straightforward induction on r, 
using as a basis CAO(EXP)~-‘SPACE = D(EXP)kTIME and CA1 (EXP)k-‘SPACE = 
N(EXP)kSPACE, for each k30, by Lemma 3.15 and Corollary 3.14. 
The equalities for the levels CA 0, CA,, and CA2 have already been proved in 
[ 11, [8,22, lo], and by Theorem 3.16 in this paper, respectively (see also Corollar- 
ies 3.13, 3.14, and 3.17). The equalities for CA-i and CA-2 are trivial. 0 
Using the fact that a work tape with space capacity bounded by O(logn) can be 
imitated by several two-way read-only input heads and vice versa (such simulations 
can be found in several books, see e.g. [20, Section 3.2]), we can rewrite the above 
corollary as follows: 
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Corollary 4.9. Let CA,MFA denote the class of languages recognizable by the r-level 
communicating alternation two-way multihead jinite automata. Then 
DLOGSPACE = CA_*MFA (DMFA), 
NLOGSPACE = CA_,MFA (NMFA ), 
P = CAoMFA (AMFA), 
PSPACE = CAIMFA (SAMFA), 
DEXPTIME = CA2MFA (CAMFA), 
D(EXP)‘TIME = CA2,MFA, for each r 2 0, 
N(EXP)‘SPACE = CAp+lMFA, for each r3 - 1. 
This extends the well-known characterization of DLOGSPACE, NLOGSPACE, P, 
and PSPACE by deterministic, nondeterministic, alternating, and synchronized alter- 
nating two-way multihead finite automata, respectively [ 13,8]. By Corollary 4.9, the 
above characterization represents just the first four members of an infinite hierarchy of 
multihead finite automata, characterizing the entire fundamental complexity hierarchy. 
The first “new” level added is CA2, corresponding to DEXPTIME. 
Note that each language of the fundamental complexity hierarchy can also be de- 
scribed by a two-way single head finite automaton of a suitable communication level, 
since, by Theorem 4.5, adding two more communication levels to an O(logn) 5 O(n) 
space bounded machine turns it into a device working in constant space. A finer 
analysis concerning multihead synchronized alternating automata can be found, e.g., 
in [7,9, 16, 181. 
It is not too hard to verify that the time overhead for the mutual simulation of 
O(logn) work tape space and several input heads (for example, the one presented in 
[20, Section 3.21) allows also to represent the CA,PTIME-LOGSPACE classes by 
r-level communicating multihead finite automata that work in polynomial time. 
Since already the communication hierarchy of time bounded machines is finite, it 
is not very surprising that the same holds for machines with simultaneous bounds on 
both time and space. However, this hierarchy is not equal to the time hierarchy. 
Corollary 4.10. 
DLOGSPACE = DPTIME - LOGSPACE 
NLOGSPACE = NPTIME -LOGSPACE 
P = APTIME - LOGSPACE 
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PSPACE = CAPTIME - LOGSPACE (CA2 h 
? = CAsPTIME - LOGSPACE, 
NEXPTIME = CA,PTIME-LOGSPACE , for each r 24. 
Proof. The inclusions XPTIME - LOGSPACE C XLOGSPACE are trivial, for each 
XE {D,N, A}, but the reverse inclusions hold as well. Using an additional time counter 
that counts up to c”‘s”, for some machine dependent constant c, we can abort each 
computation that enters some configuration twice. This proves the first three equalities, 
since ALOGSPACE = P. 
By Theorem 3.9, we have that SAPTIME -LOGSPACE & NP. On the other hand, 
by Corollary 4.6, NP G SAPTIME -LOGSPACE. 
The equality PSPACE = CAPTIME - LOGSPACE has already been proved in Corol- 
lary 3.8, combining Theorems 3.6 and 3.7. 
By Theorem 4.3, we obtain CA,PTIME - LOGSPACE c CA,PTIME C NEXPTIME, 
for each r> - 2. On the other hand, by combining Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 4.6, 
we get that NEXPTIME C CA2PTIME G CAJPTIME - LOGSPACE. 
The exact position of the level CA3 is not known. 0 
Note that the inclusion XLOGSPACE C XPTIME - LOGSPACE, almost trivial for 
alternating or simpler devices, does not hold for the levels CA5 or higher. It does not 
seem to hold already from the synchronized alternation up, but here it represents some 
fundamental open problems. 
Observe that even the fact that SAPTIME= SALOGSPACE=PSPACE does not 
imply anything on the optimality of the space used; a synchronized alternating ma- 
chine recognizing a PSPACE language in polynomial time uses polynomial space as 
well, while a space efficient O(logn) machine works in exponential time. The inclu- 
sion SAPTIME c SAPTIME - LOGSPACE (hence, also SALOGSPACE C SAPTIME- 
LOGSPACE), would imply NP = PSPACE, which does not seem to hold. 
Similarly, CALOGSPACE g CAPTIME - LOGSPACE would imply PSPACE = 
DEXPTIME, hence, a separation of P from PSPACE. On the other hand, the con- 
verse separates PSPACE from DEXPTIME, and hence also NLOGSPACE from P. 
The exact position of the class CA3PTIME-LOGSPACE between PSPACE and 
NEXPTIME is an interesting open problem in itself. 
Finally, CAdLOGSPACE C CA4PTIME - LOGSPACE would yield even a more un- 
expected consequence, namely, an automatic exponential time speed-up by converting 
a deterministic device into a nondeterministic one. 
The reader may easily find that a number of other famous open problems can be 
formulated as problems concerning communication hierarchy of parallel computations. 
The existence of an infinite space hierarchy indicates that we can solve very complex 
problems on parallel devices keeping the size of elements very “small”. In addition, 
by Corollary 4.6, the process of “paralleling” does not substantially increase the time 
complexity of the original algorithm. On the other hand, the time hierarchy is finite, 
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which indicates that the possibility to speed up the computation time is limited, even 
if the number of elements grows exponentially in time and the system can reconfigure 
its topology during the computation. 
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